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3
Historical background

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I discuss the historical background of the Rote-Meto languages. This 
includes the sound correspondences (§3.2), the internal subgrouping of the Rote-Meto 
group (§3.3), and the way Rote-Meto fits into the Austronesian language family as 
a whole (§3.5).

Slightly earlier versions of the sound correspondences and internal subgrouping, along 
with detailed discussion, can be found in Edwards (2016, 2018a, 2018c). In this chapter 
I only discuss those parts of my analysis that have been revised since the appearance of 
these publications.

3.2 Sound correspondences
The reconstructed PRM phoneme inventory is given in Table 3.1. This is the same as the 
inventory posited in Edwards (2018a), with the addition of PRM *ʤ and *w for both of 
which evidence has since been adduced. Both these proto-phonemes are marginal, with 
only two attestations each.

Table 3.1: Proto-Rote-Meto phoneme inventory

Consonants Vowels
Labial Coronal Palatal Velar Glottal Front Central Back

Voiceless plosive *p *t *k *ʔ High *i *u
Voiced plosive *b *d (*ʤ) Mid *e *ə *o
Implosive *ɓ *ɗ Low *a
Prenasalised plosive *mb *nd *ŋɡ
Fricative *f *s *h
Nasal *m *n *ŋ
Rhotic *r
Lateral *l
Glide (*w)
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The sound correspondences between PRM and its daughter languages are summarised 
in §3.2.1–§3.2.3, in a number of tables. Where there are multiple reflexes in a single 
language due to unconditioned splits, the more common reflex is given first. The number 
of attestations of each correspondence set is given in the second last row (attestations), 
while the final row (irr. attestations) shows the number of irregular correspondence sets 
that attest the reconstructed proto-phoneme. Most of these irregular correspondences 
have only one or two unexpected reflexes, which are noted in the irr. from PRM field 
(see §1.5.3.5) in the relevant entries.

Most of these correspondences have been discussed in full detail in Edwards (2018a), 
and I do not repeat that discussion in the following sections. Since the publication of 
that paper, however, my understanding of some correspondence sets is better developed, 
which has led to a number of minor adjustments. I discuss these adjustments in the 
following sections.

3.2.1 Initial and medial consonants
Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 give the correspondences for consonants in intervocalic 
and foot initial position.1 Discussion of word initial consonants in trisyllables can be found 
in Edwards (2018a:395f). PRM *k shows several unconditioned splits, with a number of 
different patterns identifiable. These splits are discussed in detail in Edwards (2018a:383–
387), though that discussion is based on a slightly earlier understanding of the data.2 
Similarly, PRM *d shows a two-way unconditioned split, discussed further in §3.2.1.1.

Table 3.2: Proto-Rote-Meto voiceless plosive correspondences

Pattern k-1 k-2† k-3 k-4 k-5 k-6 k-7 k-8 k-9 k-10
PRM *p *t *k-‡ *-k-# *ʔ
Dela-Oenale p t k ʔ ʔ h k ʔ k ʔ/Ø ʔ ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø
Dengka p t k ʔ ʔ h k ʔ k ʔ/Ø ʔ ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø
Tii p t k k k Ø k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Lole p t k k k Ø k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Ba'a p/mp t k k k Ø k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Termanu p t k k k Ø k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Korbafo p t k k k Ø/k k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Bokai p t k k k Ø/k k k ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ
Bilbaa p t k k k Ø/k k k k k k k Ø
Landu p t k/ʔ ʔ Ø k k k k ʔ/Ø
Rikou p t k/ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø ʔ Ø ʔ/k ʔ/k k/ʔ ʔ/k ʔ/k k/ʔ ʔ/Ø
Oepao p t k/ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø ʔ Ø ʔ/k ʔ/k ʔ/k k/ʔ ʔ/Ø

1   ‘Foot  initial’  is before  the stressed syllable of  the disyllabic foot. A quadrisyllabic reconstruction such as *baŋakuɗu 
‘Morinda citrifolia’ has two foot initial consonants: *b and *k, respectively. Similarly, the foot initial consonant in a trisyllabic 
reconstruction such as *ɓalafo ‘Mallotus philippensis’ is the second consonant, in this case *l.
2  The patterns of PRM *k in Table 3.2 broadly match the discussion in Edwards (2018a:383ff), though with different labels. 
The cross-references between the labels in each work for initial *k- are as follows (label in this dictionary = label in Table 22 
of Edwards 2018a:383): k-1 = set 2, k-2 = set 1, k-3 = set 3, k-4 = set 4. Set 5 in Edwards (2018a) is now considered irregular 
(marked k-irr). The patterns identified for medial *-k- in this dictionary are more fine-grained than those identified in Edwards 
(2018a). As a result, the two sets of patterns and their members do not exactly match. Cross-references that mostly hold for 
medial *-k- are as follows (label in this dictionary = label in Table 27 and Table 28 of Edwards 2018a:387):  k-5 = set 1, k-8 = 
set 5, k-9 = set 3, k-10 = set 4.
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Pattern k-1 k-2† k-3 k-4 k-5 k-6 k-7 k-8 k-9 k-10
PRM *p *t *k-‡ *-k-# *ʔ
Proto-Meto *p *t *k *k *h *h *k *k/*ʔ *ʔ Ø *ʔ *k *ʔ
Ro'is Amarasi p t k k h h k k/ʔ ʔ Ø ʔ k ʔ
Kotos Amar. p t k k/ʔ h h k k/ʔ ʔ Ø ʔ k ʔ
Amanuban p t k k/ʔ h h k k/ʔ ʔ Ø ʔ k ʔ
Molo p t k k/ʔ h h k k/ʔ ʔ Ø ʔ k ʔ
Kusa-Manea p t k k/ʔ h h k k/ʔ ʔ Ø ʔ k ʔ
attestations 14 222 28 27 9 11 24 13 8 10 10 7 19
irr. attest. 5 17 7

† Pattern k-2 has two sub-patterns: 2a, in which Nuclear Meto (all Meto varieties except Ro'is Amarasi) has *k = k, and 2b in 
which Nuclear Meto has *k > ʔ.
‡ There are 36 reconstructions with initial *k- that are ambiguous between more than one pattern due to missing reflexes in 
diagnostic languages: eight are ambiguous between patterns 1 and 2a (k-1/2a), eight are ambiguous between patterns 1, 2 and 3 
(k-1/2/3), and 20 are ambiguous between patterns 2 and 3 (k-2/3). There are also eight instances of initial *k- that are irregular 
and fit into no pattern.
# There are 22 reconstructions with medial *-k- that are ambiguous between multiple patterns: seven are ambiguous between 
patterns 5 and 6 (k-5/6), nine are ambiguous between 8 and 9 (k-8/9), two are ambiguous between 7, 8, 9 and 10 (k-7/8/9/10), 
three are ambiguous between 6 and 9 (k-6/9), and one is ambiguous between 7 and 8 (k-7/8) There are also eight cases of 
medial *k which fit into no pattern.

Table 3.3: Proto-Rote-Meto voiced plosive correspondences

Pattern d-1 d-2
PRM *b *d *ʤ *ɓ *ɗ *mb *nd *ŋɡ
environment /*l,*rV_ #_ V_V ə_ #_ V_V
Dela-Oenale f r r r ɓ ɗ ɗ mb nd nd nd/n ŋɡ ŋɡ
Dengka f l l l b ɗ ɗ mb nd nd nd/n ŋɡ ŋɡ
Tii ɓ ɗ r ɗ ɓ ɗ ɗ mb nd nd n/nd ŋɡ ŋɡ
Lole ɓ ɗ l ɗ ɓ ɗ ɗ mb nd nd n/nd ŋɡ ŋɡ
Ba'a b d l d b d d mp nd n n ŋɡ ŋɡ
Termanu b d l d b d d p nd n n ŋɡ ŋ
Korbafo b d l d b d d p nd n n ŋɡ ŋ
Bokai b d l d b d d p l n n ŋ ŋ
Bilbaa b d l d b d d p l n n ŋ ŋ
Landu b d r d b d d p nd nd n k k
Rikou b d r d b d d p r nd n k k
Oepao b d r d b d d p r r n k k
Proto-Meto *f *n *d *d *b *d *n *p *r *r *r *ŋ *ŋ
Ro'is Amarasi f n r r b r n p r r r k k
Kotos Amarasi f n r r b r n p k k k k k
Amanuban f n l l b l n p k k k k k
Molo f n† l l b l n p k k k k k
Kusa-Manea f n r r b r n p k k k k k
attestations 19 20 17 2 77 90 4 76 16 17 4 33 32
irr. attestations 18 2 5 5 1 4 7 3 5 2

† Molo and other varieties of North Meto have *n > l /lV_. See §3.3.4 for details.
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Table 3.4: Proto-Rote-Meto fricative and sonorant correspondences

PRM *f *s *h *m *n *ŋ *l *r *kl
environment #_ V_V a_a
Dela-Oenale f s h Ø Ø m n n l r k
Dengka f s h Ø Ø m n n l l k
Tii f s h ʔ Ø m n n l r k
Lole f s h ʔ Ø m n n l l k
Ba'a f s h ʔ Ø m n n l l k
Termanu f s h ʔ Ø m n n l l k
Korbafo f s h ʔ Ø m n n l l k
Bokai f s h ʔ Ø m n n l l k
Bilbaa f s h Ø Ø m n n l l k
Landu f s h Ø Ø m n n l r
Rikou f s h Ø Ø m n n l r ʔ
Oepao f s h Ø Ø m n n l r
Proto-Meto *f *s *h/Ø *h/Ø *h *m *n *ŋ/*n *n *n *kl
Ro'is Amarasi f s h/Ø h/Ø h m n k/n n n kr
Kotos Amarasi f s h/Ø h/Ø h m n k/n n n kr
Amanuban f s h/Ø h/Ø h m n k/n n n kl
Molo f s h/Ø h/Ø h m n‡ k/n n n kl
Kusa-Manea f s h/Ø h/Ø h m n k n n
attestations 110 183 49 23 6 124 155 10 214 99 3
irr. attestations 8 5 13 3 1 3 9 6 15 11

† PRM *ŋ underwent a split in Proto-Meto between *ŋ and *n with subsequent Proto-Meto *ŋ > k and *n > n. See §3.3.4 for 
more details.
‡ Molo and other varieties of North Meto have *n > l /lV_. See §3.3.4 for details.

3.2.1.1 PRM *d
In Edwards (2018a) I identified two correspondence sets for PRM *r. In this dictionary 
I now reconstruct *d for the second of these sets. Thus, I identify two correspondence 
sets that attest PRM *d. On the basis of current evidence, I propose that these two 
correspondence sets are due to an unconditioned split of PRM *d. However, it may be that 
these correspondence sets attest different proto-phonemes. Throughout this dictionary 
the first set is not indicated, while the second set is marked as d-2 in the pattern field.

The first *d correspondence set has 19 unambiguous attestations at the level of PRM. 
It is retained as ɗ or d in the Nuclear Rote languages and has changed in West-Rote-
Meto. The first step was *d > r, which is still the reflex in Dela-Oenale, followed by 
*r > l as retained in Dengka, with subsequent *l > n in Meto.

Of the 19 unambiguous PRM attestations of this set, 13 are word initial, and all 
except one are retentions of PMP *d.3 There are only six word medial instances of this 
correspondence set, of which four trace back to PMP *j and one to PMP *z.4

3   The only  instance of  initial PRM *d-1  that  is  not  a  reflex of PMP *d  is PRM *deŋe  ‘kapok  tree’, which  is  clearly 
connected with Helong deŋen ‘kapok tree’. This may be a borrowing from pre-Helong into PRM, though borrowing in the 
opposite direction cannot currently be ruled out.
4  The only instance of medial PRM *d that does not come from PMP is that in *soda-k ‘space’. This reconstruction has 
irregular medial *d > ɗ in West Rote, and an alternate reconstruction would be *soɗa-k with irregular *ɗ > (*d > *r > *l) > n 
in Meto.
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The second *d correspondence set has 15 unambiguous PRM attestations. For this set *d 
changes in all languages. It is reflected as r in those languages that have this consonant 
(Dela-Oenale, Landu, Rikou, Oepao, Amarasi, and Kusa-Manea) with subsequent *r > 
l in other languages. This set is the one I conflated with PRM *r in Edwards (2018a), 
but the need to reconstruct Proto-Meto *d to account for the reflexes of this set in Meto 
(see Table 3.3 and §3.3.4) means that *d should also be reconstructed to PRM to avoid 
positing PRM *r > Proto-Meto *d — an unlikely sound change.

There are only four instances of this set that are known to be inherited from PMP: *daŋdaŋ 
> PRM *ɗada ‘warm near a fire’, *pandak > PRM *mbada-k ‘short in height’, *ŋadas > 
PRM *ŋɡadas ‘palate, gills’, and *duyuŋ > PRM *dui ‘dugong’. Of these, the first two 
attest an earlier nasal-stop cluster. This suggests that this second *d correspondence set 
may have been a nasal-obstruent combination/cluster in PRM. Given that a prenasalised 
plosive *nd is well supported by different correspondence sets, the best candidate if this 
analysis were taken would be PRM *nr.5

However, three of the four instances of the second set of PRM *d that can be traced 
back to PMP show additional irregularities: *daŋdaŋ > *ɗada has irregular initial *d > 
*ɗ (expect *d = *d), *pandak > *mbada-k has *p > *mb (expect *p > *h), and *ŋadas 
> *ŋɡadas has minority *ŋ > *ŋɡ  (against  usual  *ŋ > *n). Given  these  irregularities, 
I prefer to propose that these instances of PRM *d are also irregular rather than positing 
that they descend from another PRM sound. As suggested in Edwards (2018a:379), these 
irregularities may be attributable to these words not being normal inheritances in Meto 
and/or the Rote languages.

An alternate approach to positing a nasal-stop cluster or an unconditioned split would be 
to posit an extra PRM phoneme.6 If this approach were taken, the most likely candidate 
is probably retroflex *ɖ as retroflex consonants are regionally attested. Kisar, to the east 
of Timor, has retroflex /ʈ/ (Christensen and Christensen 1992), while Dhao, spoken on 
the island of the same name just to the west of Rote, has /ɖ/. In Dhao /ɖ/ is a ‘slightly 
retroflexed, lightly articulated alveolar affricate’ (Grimes 2010:256), thus [ɖʐ] or [ḍẓ].

While further evidence, perhaps from other languages of the region, may lead me to 
reconstruct a nasal-stop cluster and/or an additional PRM proto-phoneme for the second 
PRM *d set, based on current evidence I attribute the two *d correspondence sets to an 
unconditioned split.

3.2.1.2 PRM *ʤ
One difference between the system proposed here and that in Edwards (2018a) is that 
I now reconstruct PRM *ʤ, though there are only two reconstructions I am confident 
attest  this  proto-phoneme:  *fuʤə  ‘foam’  (from  PMP  *bujəq)  and  *naʤa-k  ‘name’ 

5  If it is accepted that the second set attesting PRM *d was *nr, it may have even been the case that this was a separate 
prenasalised trill phoneme, as is attested in several languages of Oceania and indeed has been reconstructed for Proto-Oceanic 
(Lynch et al. 2002:64).
6  It is, of course, also possible that some instances of the second PRM *d correspondence set are from an earlier nasal-stop 
cluster and some are from another PRM phoneme and/or PRM *d.
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(from PMP *ŋajan). The evidence for reconstructing medial *ʤ in these forms comes 
both from the distinct reflexes of the medial consonant and raising, or palatalisation, of 
the following vowel in some reflexes.

The first piece of evidence in favour of reconstructing *ʤ is its reflexes. The reflexes of 
*ʤ overlap with those of *d, *ɗ and *r, but are not identical to any. The reflexes of *ʤ, 
*d, *ɗ and *r in indicative languages are summarised in Table 3.3.

Table 3.5: Proto-Rote-Meto voiced coronal obstruent correspondences

West Rote PRM *ʤ *d *d *ɗ *r
Dela-Oenale r r r ɗ r
Dengka l l l ɗ l

Nuclear Rote Tii ɗ ɗ r ɗ r
Lole ɗ ɗ l ɗ l
Termanu d d l d l
Rikou d d r d r

Meto Amarasi r n r r n
Molo l n l l n

While the reflexes of *ʤ and *d are the same in the Rote languages, they are different 
in Meto. Similarly, while the reflexes of *ʤ and *ɗ are the same in Nuclear Rote and 
Meto, they are different in West Rote. In no case can the reflexes of *ʤ be conflated with 
those of another proto-phoneme. This indicates that *ʤ was distinct from other proto-
phonemes in PRM.

The  second  piece  of  evidence  in  favour  of  PRM  *ʤ  is  that  it  often  triggers  raising 
of a following vowel. Regarding *fuʤə ‘foam’, the normal reflex of final *ə in Dela-
Oenale, Dengka and Meto for other words is a. However, reflexes of *fuʤə ‘foam’ in 
all these languages except the Kusa-Manea variety of Meto have final e: Dela-Oenale 
na-fu~fure, Dengka na-fu~fule, Kotos Amarasi ʔ|furi-f  (from  intermediate  **ʔ|fure), 
Molo <fule>, but Kusa-Manea fa~fura-f ‘foam’.7

A similar, though not identical, situation holds regarding reflexes of *naʤa-k ‘name’. 
This reconstruction only has direct reflexes in the Rote languages:8 Dengka nala-ʔ, Dela-
Oenale nara-ʔ, Tii, Lole naɗe-k, other Rote nade-k or nade-ʔ ‘name’. In this case final 
*a > a is expected in all languages, but Rote languages apart from Dela-Oenale and 
Dengka have unexpected *a > e.

The unexpected vowel changes in each of PRM *fuʤə ‘foam’ and *naʤa-k ‘name’ can 
be explained as cases of sporadic raising of final *a > e after a palatal consonant — a case 
of assimilation. This change is also attested in several PRM forms inherited from PMP: 
*añam > *ane ‘braid’, *suja > *sure-k ‘caltrop, sword’, and *utaña > *tane ~ *tana ‘ask’. 

7   The normal reflex of PMP *ə before *q in PRM is *e. Thus, *bujəq > *fuʤə also requires irregular *ə = *ə. Kusa-Manea 
with final /a/ provides the evidence for PRM *ə, as final Kusa-Manea a is a regular reflex of either final *ə or *a.
8  Meto kana-f ‘name, clan’ is a borrowing from Helong ŋala ‘name, clan’ (also ultimately from PMP *ŋajan). The evidence 
for the Meto form being a borrowing from Helong comes both from irregular initial *ŋ > k and the identical semantic expansion 
from ‘name’ to include ‘clan’.
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The main difference between palatalisation in these forms and that in *fuʤə ‘foam’ and 
*naʤa-k ‘name’ is that for these two latter reconstructions palatalisation of the vowel 
and subsequent de-palatalisation of the consonant occurred after the break-up of PRM.

Reconstruction of medial *ʤ in *fuʤə ‘foam’ and *naʤa-k ‘name’ thus accounts for 
both the medial consonants and provides an explanation for otherwise unexpected final 
mid-high vowels in some languages. More complete discussion of these forms can be 
found in the relevant entries for these reconstructions.

3.2.1.3 PRM *w
Another difference between the proto-phonemes posited here and in Edwards (2018a) 
is the addition of the glide *w. Only two forms have been identified with this proto-
phoneme: *wani ‘honey bee’ and *waɗi ‘younger sibling’.

3.2.2 Final consonants
Eight consonants can be reconstructed in word final position in PRM: *t, *k, *m, *n, 
*r,  *h,  *ʔ  and  *s. Of  these  consonants,  *t  and  *s  in  particular may be  analysable  as 
nominalising suffixes for some forms in the daughter languages, and thus also in PRM. 
In general, Dela-Oenale, Dengka and Meto preserve word final consonants in the most 
forms, while they are usually lost in other languages. The correspondence sets attesting 
word final consonants in PRM are given in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Proto-Rote-Meto word final consonant correspondences

PRM *t *k *m *n *r *h *ʔ *s
Dela-Oenale t/Ø Ø/k Ø Ø/n r Ø Ø/ʔ s/Ø
Dengka t/Ø Ø Ø Ø/n Ø/l Ø Ø s/Ø
Ba'a, Tii, Lole Ø Ø Ø Ø/n Ø Ø Ø s/Ø
Termanu Ø Ø Ø Ø/n Ø Ø Ø s/Ø
Korbafo, Bokai, Bilbaa Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø
Rikou, Oepao Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø s/Ø
Proto-Meto *t/Ø *k/*ʔ *m *n Ø/*n *h *ʔ *s
Meto t/Ø k/ʔ m n Ø/n h ʔ s
regular attestations 26 6 12 19 9 6 3 40
irregular attestations 3 1 5 1 7

3.2.3 Vowels
Table 3.7 gives the sound correspondences for vowels and glides in the PRM languages 
in penultimate and final syllables. Vowels in antepenultimate and pre-antepenultimate 
position are often deleted in daughter languages due to the preference among the Rote-
Meto languages for disyllabic words.
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Table 3.7: Proto-Rote-Meto vowel correspondences (penultimate and final syllables)

PRM *i *e *a *a *a *ə *ə *o *u *wa
environment /_# /_# /σσ# /σσ#
Dela-Oenale i e a a a/e e/o a/e o u o
Dengka i e a a a/e e/o a/e o u o
Tii i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Lole i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Ba'a i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Termanu i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Korbafo i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Bokai i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Bilbaa i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Landu i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Rikou i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Oepao i e a a a e/o e o u fa
Proto-Meto *i *e *a *a *e *e *a *o *u *o
Ro'is Amarasi i e a a e e a o u o
Kotos Amarasi i e a a e e a o u o
Amanuban i e a a e e a o u o
Molo i e a a e e a o u o
Kusa-Manea i e a a e e a o u o
attestations 372 371 384 229 28 10 33 295 494 2
irr. attestations 20 20 14 21 4 2 10 8 19

While PRM *ə is well-supported on the basis of the bottom-up evidence in final syllables, 
there is much less support for it in penultimate syllables, with only 12 putative cases 
identified. Firstly,  there are five words in which PRM *ə undergoes a split between e 
and o in daughter languages: *ɗəma ‘drown’, *səru ‘meet’, *səu ‘Alstonia villosa’, *təlo 
‘egg’ and *ɗəmbə ‘dip’.

Secondly, there are five words that have *ə > e in all daughter languages. Nonetheless, 
penultimate schwa can be detected as several Rote languages undergo otherwise 
unexpected *nd > n for the consonant following schwa (see Table 3.3). These five words 
are: *əndi ‘bring’, *farəndən ‘thoughts’, *həndi ‘finish’, *kənda ‘close’ and *lənde ‘still 
(water)’.

Apart from these 10 words, I have also reconstructed initial schwa in the root forms of 
*əmə ‘come’ and *əu ‘go’. The initial vowel of these verbs shows irregularities in the 1sg, 
2sg and 1pl/1pl.excl verb forms, which appear to be a result of loss and/or coalescence 
of the initial vowel with the historic vowel of the agreement prefixes (§2.6.5). The 3sg, 
3pl and 1pl.incl forms of these verbs have regular *ə > e in most daughter languages.

As discussed in §3.5.1.2, PMP *ə usually became *e in PRM, and we can propose that 
the  change of  *ə > e in penultimate syllables was a change in progress that was not 
completed until after the break-up of the proto-language. It is likely that there were many 
more instances of penultimate schwa in PRM than can be reconstructed on the basis of 
bottom-up evidence from the modern-day languages.
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3.3 Internal sub-grouping
The internal sub-grouping of the Rote-Meto languages is complex, with several 
overlapping and conflicting sets of sound changes. On the basis of shared sound changes, 
three subgroups can be identified within Rote-Meto: West Rote-Meto (Dela-Oenale, 
Dengka, and Meto), Nuclear Rote (all other Rote languages) and Central East Rote 
and Meto (Meto and all Rote languages except Dela-Oenale, Dengka, Tii and Lole). 
The sound changes that would define each subgroup are summarised in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.8: Subgrouping within Rote-Meto

West Rote-Meto Nuclear Rote Central East Rote and Meto
*b > f *ə > e /σσ# *mb > mp > p
*d > r *wa > fa *nd > r
*ə > a /σσ# *d/ɗ/ʤ > ɗ ~ d *ŋɡ > ŋ > k
*a > a, e /_#
*k > k, h /#_
*wa > o

Meto shares a number of sound changes with both West Rote and Central East Rote. 
As discussed in Edwards (2018a), I propose that this is because it has shared a period 
of common development with each. However, it is likely that the period of common 
development Meto shared with each group was not of the same kind. While Meto and 
West-Rote probably descend from a single ancestral language, Meto and East-Rote appear 
to descend from a common ancestral speech community comprised of two languages: 
pre-Central East Rote and pre-Meto. Thus, while West Rote-Meto is a ‘classic’ subgroup 
in which the defining sound changes arose once in a language ancestral to all daughters, 
the Central East Rote and Meto grouping is a result of contact and convergence between 
its members. 

My current hypothesis is that the first split was between West Rote-Meto and Nuclear 
Rote. After this initial split, pre-Meto split from West Rote and entered into a period of 
intense contact with Central East Rote, which resulted in common development. During 
the initial period of this contact, pre-Meto and pre-Central East Rote were probably 
mutually intelligible. 

Two different visual representations of the relationships of the Rote-Meto languages 
are given as a simplified tree diagram in Figure 3.1 and a wave diagram in Figure 3.2. 
As discussed in Edwards (2018a), I do not think these models are incompatible. Changes 
can diffuse between proto-languages and can thus be used to define the descendants of 
such a proto-language. Instead, each model captures and emphasises different aspects 
of the social history of the Rote-Meto languages. A complete tree diagram of the Rote-
Meto languages is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified Rote-Meto family tree

Figure 3.2: Rote-Meto wave diagram
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Figure 3.2 is a wave diagram showing the main sound changes that affect individual 
languages. Red lines are for changes that define West Rote-Meto, blue lines are those 
shared between Central East Rote and Meto (dashed lines are used only to indicate more 
clearly which isoglosses affect which languages), green lines indicate Nuclear Rote, and 
purple lines are for the changes that affect only Meto. Black lines are used for other 
changes.

When one change occurred before another, it is overlayed before the secondary change. 
Thus, for instance, *mb > mp in Central East Rote and Meto occurred before *mp > p 
in these languages. Likewise, *r > l happened after *nd > r /#_ in Bokai and Bilbaa.9 
In other cases the order in which the lines are placed is essentially arbitrary, with visual 
clarity being the main consideration.

The wave diagram in Figure 3.2 shows visually that the sound changes that are shared 
between Meto and central East Rote languages (represented by blue lines) fully encircle 
the Meto languages but only encircle some of the Rote languages, and do so in a more 
unordered fashion. This indicates that the direction of influence was mostly from Meto. 
Additional  evidence  for  this probably  comes  from  the  fact  that  the  change of *ŋ > k 
must have occurred after the change of *k > k, ʔ /#_, which only affects some varieties 
of Meto. Thus. *ŋ > k must have spread between these languages after the break-up of 
Proto-Meto. This is discussed in more detail in §3.3.4.

A complete tree diagram showing the proposed internal structure of the Rote-Meto 
languages is given in Figure 3.3, along with sound changes that define each node. Due 
to the complexity involved, changes that likely spread by diffusion are only represented 
for the Rote languages. Of these changes, it is likely that diffusion happened between 
proto-languages in some cases. Thus, for instance *nd > n /V_V and *r > l may have 
arisen once in Proto-Central Rote, from which they then spread into Proto-Bokai-Bilbaa, 
or vice versa.

9  The change *r > l is shown twice in Figure 3.5 as it occurred at different times in relation to *nd > r /#_ in different 
languages. In Bokai and Bilbaa *nd > r /#_ occurred before *r > l, thus resulting in a merger of *nd/*r > l word initially. In 
Meto, on the other hand, *r > l occurred before *nd > r and these proto-phonemes did not merge.
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Figure 3.3: Rote-Meto family tree
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There are no sound changes that affect all of the Rote languages to the exclusion of Meto. 
That is, there is no ‘Rote’ subgroup. The only changes shared between all the languages 
of Rote that are not found in Meto are shared phonological irregularities in specific 
lexical items. There are nine lexically specific shared irregularities that unambiguously 
affect only the Rote languages:10

• *u > o in *bua-k > boa-k/-ʔ, ɓoa-k/-ʔ ‘fruit’
• *u > o in *lua > loa-k/-ʔ ‘open, wide’
• *i > e in *hiri > here, hele ‘choose’
• *u > a in *tufu > tufa ‘punch’
• *ə > o  in  *səru > na-so~soru, na-so~solu ‘meet’
• *m > *mb in *simo > simbo, simpo, sipo ‘receive’
• *t > d/ɗ in *tui > dui-k/-ʔ, ɗui-k, ɗui ‘stripe’
• *h > Ø in *halu-k > alu-k/-ʔ ‘pestle’
• *h > Ø in *haru-k > aru-k/-ʔ, alu-k/-ʔ ‘shoulder’

While these shared irregularities do show that the Rote languages have undergone some 
common development apart from Meto, the evidence for splitting the Rote languages 
into a West Rote and Central East Rote subgroup (each of which has shared a period of 
common development with Meto) is much stronger as both these branches are supported 
both by shared sound changes and shared irregularities in specific lexical items.

3.3.1 Nuclear Rote (NRote)
There are three sound changes shared between the Nuclear Rote languages; *w > f 
(attested in only two lexical items), *ə > e in final syllables, and merger of *d/*ɗ/*ʤ > ɗ 
~ d (see §2.4.1 for the realisation of the voiced alveolar plosive in the Rote languages). 
There are also at least 10 lexically specific innovations which support Nuclear Rote. 
These are the changes:

• *ii > *oe in *ka-mii > *moe ‘urine’
• *ə  > *o  in  *səu > *sou ‘Alstonia villosa’
• *ə  > *o  in  *təlo-k > *tolo-k ‘egg’
• *a  > *e  in  *naʤa-k > *nade-k ‘name’
• *a > *u in *ka-nduna-k > *ndunu-k
• *au > *eu in *taun > *teu-k ‘year’
• *s > Ø in *mbusu-k > *mbuu-k ‘thigh’
• *k  > *ŋɡ  in  *ka-kelas  > *ŋɡelas ‘winter melon’ 
• *t > *d in *tahi > *dahi ‘winnow’
• vowel metathesis in *midu > *mudi ‘spit’

10  The lexically specific irregularities in these sections include only those that can confidently be assigned to a specific 
subgroup, often on the basis of external evidence. For instance, I posit irregular *r > l in Nuclear Rote for *saraa ‘shine, 
sunbeam’. An alternate hypothesis would be to reconstruct *salaa with irregular *l > r in Oenale. Ambiguous cases such as this 
are excluded from my discussion.
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In addition to the phonological evidence and these lexically specifically phonological 
irregularities, evidence for Nuclear Rote also comes from the forms of the vocalic 
agreement prefixes (see Table 2.15) as all Nuclear Rote languages have changed the 
vowels of these prefix to /a/. Specifically, PRM 1sg *ku- > Proto-Nuclear Rote *ka- > 
Bilbaa ka-, other Nuclear Rote ʔa-, and PRM 1pl.excl/2pl *mi- and 2sg *mu- > Proto-
Nuclear Rote *ma- = all Nuclear Rote 1pl.excl/2pl/2sg ma-. Within Nuclear Rote, 
we can identify a number of subgroups on the basis of changes affecting prenasalised 
plosives, as discussed further in the next section.

3.3.2 Central East Rote and Meto (CERM)
The Central East Rote and Meto grouping contains Meto and all members of Nuclear Rote 
except Tii and Lole. While this group reflects a period of shared development between 
members, it probably does not reflect descent from a single common ancestor, but rather 
descent from a common ancestral speech community of closely related languages. 
The languages that belong to this group share the changes affecting the prenasalised 
plosives, with these changes diffusing between these languages after Meto had split from 
Proto West Rote-Meto.

The changes affecting the bilabial and velar prenasalised plosives each follow a single 
pathway, which is carried out to different extents in different languages. The bilabial 
prenasalised plosive undergoes *mb > mp > p, while the velar prenasalised plosive 
undergoes *ŋɡ > ŋ > k. All members of Central East Rote-Meto share *mb > mp, with 
voiceless prenasalised mp retained in Ba'a. All other Central East Rote-Meto languages 
share *mp > p and medial *-ŋɡ- > ŋ. All these languages except Termanu and Korbafo 
further share initial *ŋɡ- > ŋ. A tree showing these changes is given in Figure 3.4.

Rote-Meto 
 

Central East RM 
 
  

                                                                                    East R 

Dela-O. Tii Lole Ba'a Termanu Bilbaa Rikou Meto 
Dengka Korbafo Bokai Oepao

Landu 

*mb > mp

*ŋɡ > ŋ /V_V
Nuclear CERM 

                 * ŋɡ > ŋ  /V_V 

      Southeast RM 

*mp > p

Figure 3.4: Rote-Meto bilabial and velar prenasalised plosives
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The velar nasal *ŋ  (from earlier *ŋɡ)  further changes  into k in Rikou, Oepao, Landu 
and all Meto lects. However, as discussed further in §3.3.4, this change must have been 
completed after Meto had split from this group and after the break-up of Proto-Meto.

The changes affecting *nd are more complex, with more than one pathway of change. 
*nd is retained unchanged in Landu and is unchanged word initially in Ba'a, Termanu 
and Korbafo. Ba'a, Termanu, Korbafo, Bokai and Bilbaa have medial *nd > n. Medial 
*nd is unchanged in Rikou.

The other reflexes of *nd in Central East Rote-Meto can be derived from intermediate *r. 
Rikou has initial *nd > r, Bokai and Bilbaa have initial *nd > *r > l, and Oepao and Meto 
have *nd > *r in all word positions with all varieties of Meto apart from Ro'is Amarasi 
subsequently having *r > k. The reflexes of PRM *nd are summarised:

• *nd = nd #_  Ba'a, Termanu, Korbafo, Bokai, Bilbaa, Landu
• *nd = nd V_V  Rikou, Landu
• *nd > n V_V  Ba'a, Termanu, Korbafo, Bokai, Bilbaa
• *nd > r > l #_  Bokai, Bilbaa
• *nd > r #_  Rikou, Oepao, Ro'is Amarasi
• *nd > r V_V  Oepao, Ro'is Amarasi
• *nd > r > k #_, V_V  Nuclear Meto (Meto apart from Ro'is Amarasi)

The main difficulty these changes provide with regards to subgrouping concerns the 
position of Bokai and Bilbaa. The change of medial *nd > n groups these languages with 
those to their west (Termanu and Korbafo), while the change of initial *nd > r > l groups 
them with the languages to the east (Rikou and Oepao). 

On the basis of current evidence there is no principled reason to privilege either of these 
changes in defining which languages Bokai and Bilbaa subgroup with. For this reason, 
I have privileged the evidence from other sound changes in representing the relationship 
of Bokai and Bilbaa to other languages in the tree diagrams in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
This has resulted in a Southeast Rote subgroup in which Bokai and Bilbaa are placed 
with East Rote (Rikou, Oepao and Landu) on the basis of *ŋɡ > *ŋ /#_.

Nonetheless, while the changes of *nd > n /V_V and initial *nd > r > l are contradictory 
in determining with which languages Bokai and Bilbaa subgroup, the fact that they are 
both shared by Bokai and Bilbaa is evidence for placing these languages in a single 
subgroup. Similarly, shared *nd > n in Termanu and Korbafo provides evidence for 
placing these languages in a single subgroup. The historical phonologies of Termanu and 
Korbafo are almost identical, with the exception of some of the reflexes of *k (Table 3.2) 
and word final consonants (Table 3.6). There are also morphological differences between 
Termanu and Korbafo (see §2.6). The changes affecting *k, word final consonants, and 
the morphology of Korbafo are the same as in Bokai and Bilbaa.

While the Central East Rote and Meto grouping, along with several internal subgroups, 
is well defined on the basis of the changes affecting the prenasalised plosives, there are 
no phonological irregularities in specific lexical items which unambiguously only occur 
in these languages.
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3.3.3 West Rote-Meto (WRM)
The West Rote-Meto subgroup is well supported by six shared sound changes: *b > f, 
*d/*ʤ > r, *ə > a /σσ#, *a > a, e /_#, *k > k, h /#_, and *wa > o. However, with the 
exception of *d/*ʤ > r and *wa > o, none of these sound changes is complete in Dela-
Oenale and Dengka. That is, there are forms that have undergone these sound changes in 
Meto while cognates in West Rote have not.

This probably indicates that (the speech community of what was to become) Meto was 
the centre of diffusion with changes originating there and spreading into West Rote. 
Additionally, it probably indicates that Proto-West Rote-Meto was not a single language 
for long enough for pre-Meto to exert the pressure needed for these sound changes to 
be completed in Dela-Oenale and Dengka. In concrete terms, this probably indicates 
that speakers of what was to become Meto were more socially influential during the 
development of Proto-West Rote-Meto and that they were exerting influence for 
a relatively short period of time before leaving the speech community.

In addition to the sound changes that are shared between West Rote-Meto, there are also 
at least seven irregularities in specific lexical items which are exclusively shared by West 
Rote-Meto:

• *e > *i  in *henuh > *inuh ‘beads’
• *b > *mb  in *boo > *mboo ‘herd (v.)’
• *a > *o  in *fuloat > *fuloot ‘Sterculia urceolata’
• *ee > *oe  in *lee > *loe ‘river’
• *ei  > *eʔa    in  *bei > *feʔa ‘still’
• *man > *nam  in *maneu > *nameu ‘bright’
• *h > Ø in

 – *hade > *are ‘rice plant’
 – *hatahori > *atahori ‘person’
 – *hedu-k > *eru-ʔ ‘gall bladder’
 – *henuh > *inuh ‘beads’
 – *hendam > *endam ‘pandanus’

3.3.4 Meto
The main defining sound change of Meto as a distinct subgroup is *l > n in nearly all 
forms. This change also affected PRM *d and *r as these had already merged with *l in 
the pre-Meto period. Despite this change, there are half a dozen or so forms in which 
PRM *l appears to have been retained as *l in Proto-Meto. Thus, we must posit that this 
consonant was present, at least marginally, in Proto-Meto. Forms that retain *l unchanged 
may represent borrowings into Proto-Meto after *l > n and/or borrowings after the break-
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up of Proto-Meto.11 The Proto-Meto consonant inventory is given in Table 3.9. The velar 
nasal *ŋ may have become *g by the time of Proto-Meto. This is discussed in §3.3.4.1 
below. Proto-Meto also had five vowels: *i, *e, *a, *o and *u.

Table 3.9: Proto-Meto consonant inventory

Labial Coronal Velar Glottal
Voiceless stops *p *t *k *ʔ
Voiced stops *b *d
Fricatives *f *s *h
Nasals *m *n *ŋ
Rhotic *r
Lateral (*l)

Within Meto there is a primary split between Ro'is Amarasi and all other Meto varieties 
(Nuclear Meto). Nuclear Meto is defined by initial *k > k, ʔ followed by Proto-Meto 
*r (from PRM *nd) > k. While Meto  shares  PRM *ŋɡ >  *ŋ >  k with Landu, Rikou 
and Oepao (East Rote), no instances of PRM *ŋɡ become ʔ in Nuclear Meto. Thus, the 
change of *ŋ > k probably occurred in Meto after the change of Nuclear Meto initial 
*k > k, ʔ and thus after the split between Ro'is Amarasi and Nuclear Meto.

PRM *ŋ split into Proto-Meto *ŋ and *n. For some cognate sets we can only reconstruct 
Proto-Meto *ŋ, while for others there is variation. Some Meto varieties have k (< *ŋ) 
and some varieties have n. There is also occasional variation within a single variety. 
This indicates that such words themselves had variants in Proto-Meto. An example of 
such a word is PRM *riŋin ‘cold’, which is reflected as mainikin or <maniki> in most 
varieties of Meto, but with the variant <mainini> in Amanuban. This points to Proto-
Meto  *ma|niŋin  ~  *ma|ninin.  Similarly,  PRM  *nuŋa  ‘Cordia species’ is reflected in 
Molo as nun/baʔi, nuk/baʔi, kuk/baʔi, which probably attests Proto Meto *nun/baʔi ~ 
*nuŋ/baʔi ~ *ŋuŋ/baʔi.

While Kusa-Manea shares *k > k, ʔ /#_ and *r > k with Nuclear Meto, it also has 
a number of conservative features where most other known varieties of Nuclear Meto 
have innovated. On the basis of these innovations, we can place these other varieties of 
Meto together, leaving Kusa-Manea as a primary branch of Nuclear Meto. The retentions 
and innovations which separate Kusa-Manea from most other known varieties of Meto 
are given as follows:

• retention of final /a/ after metathesis (§2.5.1)
 – other known Nuclear Meto varieties have assimilation of /a/

• optional retention of initial *n = n in *nuɗu > nuru-f, ruru-f ‘lips’
 – other known Nuclear Meto varieties have assimilation; ruru-f, lulu-f ‘lips’

11  Proto-Meto *l > r in Amarasi and *l = l in all other varieties of Meto for which data is available. (No clear unambiguous 
reflexes of Proto-Meto *l have so far been identified in Kusa-Manea.) The forms for which I posit Proto-Meto *l are: *ɓolo₁ 
‘hole’, *hela ‘pull’, *laa₂ ‘hut’, *laɓa ‘wind (v.)’, *lasa ‘underlay’, *lole₁ ‘kind of tuber’, as well as three forms with initial 
*kl: *klaha ‘coals’, *klou ‘bow (and arrow)’ and *kleet ‘mock’. Finally, there is Proto-Meto *kalusa ‘fingernail’, which has no 
known cognates in the Rote languages.
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• retention of PRM *hida > hian ‘how many’
 – other known Meto varieties have fauk ‘how many’  (see *ɓaʔu)

• retention of final *m in PMP *ma-qitəm > metom ‘black’
 – other known Meto varieties have *m > n; metan ‘black’

• retention of initial *e in PwRM *ela > n-ʔean ‘run, flee’
 – other known Meto varieties have *e > ae; n-aena ‘run, flee’

• retention of semantics for *hanas > manas ‘hot’
 – other known Meto varieties have manas ‘sun’

• retention of semantics ‘sun’ for *ledo > neno ‘sun, day, sky’
 – other known Meto varieties have neno ‘day, sky’12

Ro'is Amarasi groups with known varieties of Meto, and groups apart from Kusa-Manea, 
for most of these features, except retention of *n = n in *nuɗu > nuru-f ‘lips’ and retention 
of /a/ after metathesis in forms with a medial glottal stop. Nuclear Meto shares sound 
changes with Kusa-Manea, but other innovations with Ro'is Amarasi. The relationship 
between Ro'is Amarasi, Kusa-Manea and other varieties of Meto is represented with 
a simplified wave diagram in Figure 3.5.

 
     

Ro'is Amarasi  Nuclear Meto  Kusa-Manea 
     

 
Figure 3.5. Simplified Meto wave diagram

Proto-Meto  *d  (usually  from  PRM  *ɗ,  though  some  instances  are  from  PRM  *d  or 
*ʤ —  see  §3.2.1.1 and §3.2.1.2) undergoes changes in all varieties of Meto. Ro'is 
Amarasi, Kotos Amarasi, Amabi and Kusa-Manea all have *d > r while all other known 
Meto varieties have *d > *r > l. However, we must reconstruct Proto-Meto *d for this 
correspondence set rather than *r, as reconstruction of *r would falsely predict that it 
merges with Proto-Meto *r (from PRM *nd) as k in Nuclear Meto. Thus, we must posit 
that *d > *r spread between Nuclear Meto and Ro'is Amarasi after the breakup of Proto-
Meto; Proto-Meto *d > Proto-Nuclear Meto *r.

Within Nuclear Meto the change of (*d > ) *r > l defines a Central Meto subgroup that 
excludes Kotos Amarasi, Amabi and Kusa-Manea. Within Central Meto we can further 
identify a North Meto subgroup on the basis of *n > l /l V_V. North Meto contains all 
members of Central Meto except Amanuban and Amanatun. Examples of this *n > l 
sound change include PRM *ɗalan ‘path, way’ > Proto-Meto *danan > Kotos Amarasi 
ranan > Amanuban > lanan > Molo lalan, and PRM *ɗilah ‘Aegle marmelos’ > Proto-
Meto *dinah > Kotos Amarasi rinah > Amanuban linah > Molo lilah.

12  The meaning ‘sun’ is retained in certain set phrases for neno in Nuclear Meto, such as the terms for ‘east’ and ‘west’. 
See the notes on *ledo.
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3.3.4.1 Contact with languages of central Timor
There is evidence for a period of pre-historic contact between Meto and languages of the 
Central Timor subgroup: Welaun, Kemak, Tokodede and Mambae (see Edwards (2019) 
for the evidence for this subgroup). This contact almost certainly occurred before the 
northwards spread of Tetun, which now separates these groups.

Firstly, there are a number of words that are shared between Meto and Central Timor 
languages that have no (regular) cognates in the Rote languages and are almost certainly 
due to borrowing, though it is not always possible to determine whether these words 
were borrowed from Central Timor into Meto or vice versa. Examples of likely loans 
between Meto and Central Timor languages.

• Meto sone ‘Job’s tears’ from Welaun sole ‘corn, maize’. Weluan sole is regular from 
PMP *zəlay  ‘Job’s  tears’.  Semantic  shift  to  ‘maize’  probably  occurred  in Welaun 
after it was borrowed into Meto.

• Meto mneas ‘hulled rice’, Kemak mreas ‘hulled rice’. Both forms are irregular from 
PMP *bəRas. While irregular retention of *R and metathesis of *əR > *Rə is common 
throughout Timor — pointing to widespread borrowing — Meto and Kemak are the 
only two languages known to also have irregular *b > m thus indicating a specific 
case of borrowing between these languages.

• Amarasi, Kusa-Manea babaʔ ‘paternal aunt, maternal uncle’, Kemak, Welaun baba 
‘maternal uncle’ (Rote languages have toʔo ‘maternal uncle’).

• Meto kase ‘foreigner’, Kemak kase ‘foreigner’ (probably borrowed from Meto).
• Ro'is Amarasi akaʔtaʔe, Kotos Amarasi ataʔraʔe, Molo ataʔlaʔe ‘praying mantis’, 

Welaun astatae ‘praying mantis’.
• Ro'is Amarasi kupu ‘fog’, Kotos Amarasi kupu ‘water vapour’, Tokodede api kupu 

‘smoke’ (Tokodede api = ‘fire’).
• Amarasi naiʔbesi, Amfo'an beʔi-ʤ, Kusa-Manea beʔi ‘crocodile’, Welaun (Oele'u 

hamlet) naʔibein, Welaun (Mahein hamlet) bei liurai ‘crocodile’.
• Amarasi na-ʔbaʔe ‘play’, Welaun baʔan ‘play’.

In addition to such likely borrowings, denasalisation of *ŋ > *g is one of the defining 
sound changes of Central Timor as a subgroup. Welaun and some varieties of Mambae 
further  have  *ŋ  >  *g  >  k. Given the lexical evidence for contact between Meto and 
Central Timor, it is likely that denasalisation of *ŋ in both groups also spread by contact 
between these languages, though parallel development also could have taken place.

There  are  three  language  groups  that  have  denasalisation  of  *ŋ  in Timor:  East  Rote 
(Landu, Rikou and Oepao), Meto and Central Timor. Furthermore, we have evidence of 
a genetic relationship between East Rote and Meto and a contact relationship between 
Meto and Central Timor, but no evidence for any kind of relationship between East Rote 
and Central Timor.

Thus, if *ŋ > k spread by contact in this region, positing East Rote as the ultimate source 
of *ŋ > k would require positing that Central Timor acquired this change via influence 
from Meto. On  the other hand, positing  that *ŋ > k spread from Meto into East Rote 
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leaves open the possibility that the ultimate origin of this change was either with Meto or 
with Central Timor. On the balance of probabilities then, it seems more likely that East 
Rote acquired *ŋ > k from Meto rather than vice versa. Additional support for the idea 
that *ŋ > k had a westwards spread from Meto into East Rote comes from the fact that 
the most eastern variety of Meto, Kusa-Manea, only has Proto-Meto *ŋ > k, while the 
most western variety, Ro'is Amarasi, has the most instances of Proto-Meto *ŋ > n. This 
is expected if *ŋ > k spread westwards from the east.13

Given that Central Timor has *ŋ > *g (with subsequent *g > k in some languages), this 
provides circumstantial evidence  that Meto *ŋ > k also went through an intermediate 
*g stage. If this was the case, we could propose *ŋ > *g had occurred by Proto-Meto and 
that *g > k occurred after the split between Ro'is Amarasi and Nuclear Meto. Similarly, 
*r > k (which occurred in Nuclear Meto) is cross-linguistically extremely rare, while *r > 
*g is more common. Thus, it could be that the merger of *r/*ŋ > k in Nuclear Meto went 
through an intermediate *g stage at some point.

In addition to contact with languages of the Central Timor subgroup, there is also 
evidence for prehistoric contact between Meto and Tetun. Five terms that are probably 
shared between Tetun and Meto due to borrowing are given below. Each of these terms 
would have undergone irregular sound changes in Tetun, but regular sound changes in 
Meto. Thus, they were probably borrowed from Meto into Tetun. Note that these five 
terms are not only found in varieties of Tetun spoken in central Timor (Foho Tetun and 
Fehan Tetun), but also in East Tetun that is currently separated from Meto by the speakers 
of Bunak (non-Austronesian) and Mambae (Central Timor). 

• Tetun feto ‘woman’ from Meto feto ‘man’s sister, woman’
• Tetun naʔi(n) ‘lord; male honorific’ from Meto naʔi-f ‘grandfather’, naiʔ ‘Mr’
• Tetun koto ‘variety of bean’ from Meto kotoʔ, koto ‘hyacinth bean, Lablab purpureus’
• Tetun kunus ‘capsicum’, from Meto; Ro'is Amarasi, Kusa-Manea kunus ‘chilli’, other 

Meto ʔunus ‘chilli’
• Tetun naʔi bei ‘respectful name for the crocodile’ from Meto; Amarasi naiʔbesi, 

Amfo'an beʔi-ʤ, Kusa-Manea beʔi ‘crocodile’

In addition to terms that were borrowed from Meto into Tetun, there are also a number 
of terms that are probably shared by borrowing but for which the direction of borrowing 
cannot be determined as neither language has undergone distinctive sound changes. One 
example is Tetun bukae ‘provisions for a trip, food taken on a journey’, Molo bukae-l 
‘provisions’, n-bukae ‘eat’, Amarasi n-bukae ‘eat, drink, dine’. There are also several 
forms that are probably loans into Meto from Tetun. One example is Tetun fukar ‘season, 
spice’, Kotos Amarasi fukar ‘herbs, spices, seasonings’, Molo fukal ‘seasonings’.

Finally, Kusa-Manea has been in more intense contact with Tetun than other varieties of 
Meto. Kusa-Manea is spoken in territory that was historically part of the Tetun kingdom 
of Wehali and Kusa-Manea speakers are nearly universally multilingual and also speak 

13   Two examples of Ro'is Amarasi *ŋ > n where other Meto varieties have *ŋ > k are PRM *ŋilu > niu ‘tamarind’ and PMeto 
*ŋinu > na-ninu ‘spit’.
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Tetun. Tetun is also the language used by them in traditional ceremonies. Unsurprisingly, 
there are many loans from Tetun into Kusa-Manea across all semantic spheres, including 
functors such as mos ‘to, also’ or tan ‘because, therefore’.

3.3.4.2 Contact with Helong
Meto has been in extensive contact with Helong since prehistoric times and this contact is 
still ongoing. At present, Meto is dominant and the nature of contact is overwhelmingly 
from Meto into Helong. However, in prehistoric times the relationship appears to have 
been more equal and many borrowings can be identified that are from Helong into Meto.

Examples of likely borrowings from Helong into Meto include Helong ŋala ‘name, tribe, 
clan, people group’  (regular  from PMP *ŋajan) → Meto kana-f ‘name, clan’, Helong 
blapas ‘side’ → Meto bnapa-f ‘side’ (initial bl is common in Helong, but bn is rare in 
Meto), Helong nale-n ‘daughter-in-law’ → Meto nane-f ‘daughter-in-law, opposite sex 
sibling’s daughter’ (Rote languages have compounds of feto ‘female’ and feu-k ‘new’), 
Helong el  ‘like,  similar;  to,  towards’ → Ro'is Amarasi en ‘like, similar; to, towards’, 
Nuclear Meto on ‘like, similar’ (Rote languages have leo ‘like, similar’).

However, this is not to say that the direction of prehistoric borrowing was exclusively 
from Helong into Meto. Many loans in the other direction can also be identified, including 
PRM  *hatahori  ‘person’  >  Pre-Meto  **atoli → Helong  atuli ‘person’ > Proto-Meto 
*atoni ‘man, person’, and PRM *sarakaen ‘sand’ > Pre-Meto **slaen → Funai Helong 
slaen, Semau Helong hlaen ‘sand’ > Proto-Meto *snaen ‘sand’. The fact that many of 
these borrowings involve items of basic vocabulary points to long-term intense contact 
between Helong and Meto involving extensive bilingualism. This contact continues 
today, with the difference that Meto is the dominant language.

Apart from contact between Helong and Meto, there is also evidence that Proto-Rote-
Meto was in contact with Proto-Helong. There are a little over 100 vocabulary items 
in this comparative dictionary, for which cognates are only known in Rote-Meto and 
Helong. Many of these cognates sets show regular sound changes in both groups, thus 
indicating borrowing at an early stage. In addition to this vocabulary, the change of *w 
> *f is partly shared between Rote-Meto and Helong. (See §3.5.3.2 for more discussion 
of this change.)

3.4 Levels of reconstruction
Reconstructions in this dictionary are assigned to one of 10 levels according to 
the language varieties in which their reflexes occur. These levels are summarised in 
Table 3.10, along with the number of reconstructions made to each level. Of these levels, 
the first six are all proto-languages, which can be identified on the basis of exclusively 
shared innovations, while the final four are groupings that have a shared common history 
but do not necessarily descend from a single unitary proto language below the level of 
PRM or, in the case of Central East Rote, below the level of PnRote (§3.3).
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Table 3.10: Reconstructive levels†

Abbreviation Level Must include at least one of No.
PRM Proto-Rote-Meto West Rote, Nuclear Rote, and Meto 664
PwRM Proto-West Rote-Meto West Rote, and Meto 37
PMeto Proto-Meto Meto 39
PnMeto Proto-Nuclear Meto Nuclear Meto 22
PnRote Proto-Nuclear Rote Nuclear Rote 23
PwRote Proto-West Rote West Rote 3
Rote Rote West Rote, and Nuclear Rote 264
nRM Nuclear Rote-Meto Nuclear Rote, and Meto 50
CERM Central East Rote-Meto Central East Rote, Meto 45
CER Central East Rote Central East Rote 27

† West Rote includes Dela, Oenale and Dengka. Nuclear Rote includes all other Rote lects. Nuclear Meto includes all varieties 
of Meto except Ro'is Amarasi. Central East Rote includes all Nuclear Rote except Tii and Lole.

There are two factors which determine to which level a reconstruction is assigned. 
Firstly, when cognate forms with (mostly) regular sound correspondences are identified, 
a reconstruction is made to the appropriate level according to the lects that attest the 
cognate forms. Thus, for instance, *ɓole ‘arenga palm, Arenga pinnata’ is reconstructed 
to PRM on the basis of cognates in West Rote languages, Nuclear Rote and Meto.

Secondly, when a Rote-Meto cognate set has likely cognates in other Austronesian 
languages, a reconstruction is made to the highest level justified by the Rote-Meto 
evidence. This is accompanied by any P(CE)MP reconstruction in the etymology field 
for terms that have been reconstructed to P(CE)MP) and/or the external cognates in the 
out-comparison section  (§1.5.1). Thus,  for  instance, PRM *laŋɡa  ‘head’ has cognates 
in Helong, Kisar, Tokodede and Kemak, which are all included in the out-comparisons 
section (§1.5.1). Similarly, PRM *ate ‘liver’ has numerous cognates in Austronesian 
languages and its PMP etymon *qatay is given in the etymology field (§1.5.3.3).

A reconstruction to any of the levels lower than PRM has three logical explanations:

• the reconstruction is an innovation at that level
• the reconstruction is inherited from PRM, but cognates are unknown (perhaps due to 

loss) in all daughter languages of a particular branch
• the cognate set is ultimately a loan.

While we can never, in principle, definitively decide which of these three explanations 
explains any particular lower level reconstruction (or any reconstruction at any level 
for that matter), there are certain situations in which one explanation is more likely 
than another. 

When a reconstruction is made on the basis of internal Rote-Meto evidence and is 
assigned to Rote, Nuclear Rote-Meto or Central East Rote-Meto, the second explanation 
is most likely: the terms are probably inherited from PRM, but cognates are not known 
in the languages that do not belong to these groups. Innovation is unlikely as none of 
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these groups are descended from unitary proto-languages (see §3.3), though we cannot 
rule out innovation in one branch with borrowing into the other branch (a combination of 
the first and third explanations).

Similarly, when a reconstruction is made to a level below PRM on the basis of evidence 
external to Rote-Meto, and these cognates are widely distributed, the second explanation 
is probably most likely: the form was present in PRM, but is unknown or lost in daughter 
languages from a particular branch. Thus, for instance, Proto-Meto *metam ‘black’ is a 
reflex of PMP *ma-qitəm. While it cannot technically be reconstructed to PRM on the 
basis of the internal evidence, it was almost certainly present in PRM but has been lost 
without known trace in all the modern Rote languages. Likewise, Proto-Meto *k|teom 
‘sea-urchin’ has cognates in Flores and other languages of Timor. There is no reason to 
suppose that borrowing accounts for all these cognate forms (though it might account for 
some), thus unless the Proto-Meto term itself is a borrowing after the breakup of Proto-
Meto, it is likely that Proto-Meto *k|teom is a reflex of an earlier PRM etymon, which 
has been lost in the Rote languages.

On the other hand, when a lower level reconstruction is made for which external cognates 
have only a limited range, we cannot yet decide between any of the explanations, though 
the second explanation (loss in all daughter languages of a particular branch) usually 
seems unlikely. Thus, for instance, Proto-Meto *domi ‘love, like’ has cognates in Tetun 
and languages of central Timor. It could be a Proto-Meto innovation that was then 
borrowed by these other languages, or it could have been borrowed by (Proto)-Meto.

When I am fairly confident that a particular cognate set is due to borrowing into the 
Rote-Meto languages, the cognate set is included in the loan distribution section of the 
dictionary (see §1.5.3.6 for more discussion of this section) usually with discussion of 
the evidence as to why this set is identified as a loan. When the evidence is ambiguous, it 
is included in the main section, again often with discussion as to the possibility that this 
term is a borrowing.

The cognate sets that are most ambiguous between explanation one (innovation at a 
lower level) and explanation two (PRM innovation with loss in daughter languages) are 
those that are made to a lower level only on the basis of Rote-Meto internal evidence. 
Thus, for instance, Proto-West Rote-Meto *ɓatus ‘sea-snail’ is reconstructed on the basis 
of Dengka ɓa~ɓatu-ʔ ‘sea-snail’, Ro'is Amarasi k|ba͡utus, and Kotos Amarasi k|batus 
‘sea-snail, oyster’. At present, this term has no other known cognates. It may be a West 
Rote-Meto innovation, it may have been present in PRM but lost in the other Rote 
languages, or further work may reveal cognates in other languages of Rote or other 
regional languages.

To summarise, I assign reconstructions to one of 10 levels as is appropriate according to 
the internal Rote-Meto evidence. Reconstructions assigned to Rote, Nuclear Rote-Meto 
or Central East Rote-Meto were probably present in PRM, but cognates are unknown 
(perhaps due to complete loss) in West Rote or Meto. Similarly, when external cognates 
of lower level reconstructions are widely distributed, borrowing into Rote-Meto 
is unlikely. 
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3.5 Rote-Meto within Malayo-Polynesian
In this section I discuss the way in which Rote-Meto fits within Malayo-Polynesian. 
This includes discussion of the sound correspondences between PMP and PRM (§3.5.1), 
the probable role of language shift from non-Austronesian languages (§3.5.2) and the 
position of Rote-Meto within Malayo-Polynesian (§3.5.3).

3.5.1 Sound changes between PMP and PRM
Edwards (2018c) provides a detailed discussion of most aspects of the top-down history 
of the Rote-Meto languages, though that paper is based on an earlier and smaller database, 
as well as an earlier understanding of the sound changes. In this section I summarise the 
latest understanding of the sound changes that have occurred between PMP and PRM. 
This includes the changes affecting consonants (§3.5.1.1), vowels and glides (§3.5.1.2) 
and word final consonants (§3.5.1.3). Two different kinds of sound correspondences 
between PMP and PRM can be identified: those that are mostly regular and those which 
involve unconditioned splits.

3.5.1.1 Initial and medial consonants
The PMP consonants that have regular reflexes in PRM are summarised in Table 3.11, 
along with the number of attestations of each correspondence set. PMP *t, *k, *m, 
*n, *s and *l are usually retained unchanged in PRM. PMP *h > Ø and *ñ > *n. 
The correspondences shown in Table 3.11 represent more than 95 per cent of cases for 
each PMP consonant, with the exception of *k = *k which is retained unchanged in 
82 per cent of cases (68/83).14

Table 3.11: Regular P(CE)MP to PRM consonant correspondences

PMP *t *k *m *n *ñ *h *s *l
PRM *t *k *m *n *n Ø *s *l
No. 117 72 59 55 8 36 60 97

Other PMP consonants undergo unconditioned splits in PRM. The main reflexes are 
summarised in Table 3.12 and Table 3.13, along with the number of times each reflex is 
attested. Correspondences with only a single attestation, as well as those that constitute 
less than 10 per cent of all cases, are not included.

Table 3.12: P(CE)MP to PRM consonant correspondences with unconditioned splits: Part 1

env. /#_ /V_V /#_ /V_V
PMP *p *q *b- *-b- *d- *-d-
PRM *h *p Ø *h *f *b *ɓ *mb *f *ɓ *mb *d *ɗ *r *r *ɗ
No. 39 6 45 8 36 29 25 14 24 5 3 16 7 4 16 3

14   The other reflexes of PMP *k are as follows: six instances of *k > Ø, four of *k > *ʔ, three of *k > *h and two of *k > 
*ŋɡ. None of these constitute more than 10 per cent of the reflexes of PMP *k.
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Table 3.13: P(CE)MP to PRM consonant correspondences with unconditioned splits: Part 2

PMP *z *j *g *ŋ *R *r
PRM *ɗ *nd *d *ɗ *d *r *ʤ *ŋɡ *k *n *ŋ *ŋɡ Ø r Ø r
No. 7 2 2 7 4 3 2 6 6 21 8 4 42 9 3 9

The reflexes of PMP nasal-plosive clusters in PRM are given in Table 3.14. Of these, 
bilabial nasal-plosive clusters merge as PRM *mb, while others have a split between a 
PRM prenasalised plosive or plain plosive.

Table 3.14: P(CE)MP nasal-plosive clusters

PMP *mb/*mp *nd/*ŋd *nt *ŋk
PRM *mb *nd *d *t *nd *ŋɡ *k
No. 8 3 2 4 3 3 2

3.5.1.2 Vowels and glides
The reflexes of PMP vowels are given in Table 3.15 and the reflexes of vowel-glide 
sequences are given in Table 3.16. Of these, PMP *ə undergoes an unconditioned split 
word finally, *u undergoes a split before PMP *R and the vowel-glide sequences *wa and 
*ya each undergo unconditioned splits (see §3.5.3.2 for more discussion of the reflexes 
of *wa and vowels before final *R). Other reflexes are mostly regular. As in previous 
tables, correspondences with only a single attestation and those which constitute less 
than 10 per cent of instances are not included.

Table 3.15: P(CE)MP to PRM vowel correspondences

env. /_R# /#σσ /#σσ /_q# /_R#
PMP *i *i *ə *ə *ə *a *u *u
PRM *i *e *e *ə *e *a *e *a *u *u *o
No. 180 3 64 22 14 7 5 328 247 7 7

Table 3.16: P(CE)MP to PRM vowel-vowel and vowel-glide correspondences

PMP *wa *wi/*iw *au/*aw *ya *ay/*ai *uy/*yu
PRM *o *fa *wa *i *o *e *a *e *i
No. 9 3 2 7 25 4 2 22 7

3.5.1.3 Final consonants
Most final PMP consonant are lost in PRM, though in some cases *p, *t, *s, *m, *n, 
*ŋ and *k have been retained. Among all  the Rote-Meto languages, Meto is  the most 
conservative in retaining final consonants. Table 3.17 summarises the extent to which 
final consonants have been lost or retained in reconstructions in PRM. In addition to 
these retentions, there is one example each of final *q > *h (*buaq > *mbuah ‘betel nut’) 
and *R > *h (*niuR > *noh ‘coconut’). 
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Table 3.17: Retention and loss of final consonants

PMP *p *t *k *s *m *n *ŋ
PRM *s Ø *t  Ø *k *h  Ø *s  Ø *m *n  Ø *n *m  Ø *n  Ø
No. 4 5 7 27 2 1 36 11 14 4 1 11 10 1 38 1 22
Retention 
rate

40% 21% 7% 48% 31% 22% 4%

The change of *p > *s is unusual and requires further discussion. The four forms with this 
change are *qudip > *horis ‘alive, living’, *ma-qudip > *moris ‘live, be alive’, *malip 
> *malis ‘laugh, smile’ and *qatip > *atis ‘breast beam of a loom’. All these forms have 
*i as the final vowel, and this appears to be a conditioning environment. The usual reflex 
of PMP *p in PRM is *h, and final *p > *s in these forms is probably assimilation of 
earlier **h to the place of the previous palatal vowel. The complete pathway may have 
been *p > **h > **ç > *s.

For most of these forms the Rote-Meto languages have multiple reflexes, some of which 
have loss of the final consonant and some of which have retention of *s = s. Thus, for 
instance, Meto has *malis > n-manis ‘laugh at (transitive)’ and *malis > n-mani ‘laugh, 
smile (intransitive)’, similarly Termanu has *moris > moli ‘live, be alive’, molis ‘life! 
health! (said to a child who sneezes)’. Because of such variation, it would be plausible 
to analyse the final /s/ in forms in which it is retained as a reflex of a suffix. While there 
is a suffix -s in the Rote-Meto languages, this is a nominalising suffix and thus probably 
cannot account for final *s in forms such as Meto n-manis ‘laugh at (transitive)’.

Further support for identifying *p > (**h) > *s as a sound change in these forms rather 
than positing that the final /s/ is a historic suffix comes from external witnesses. Putative 
cases of *p > s /i_# have been identified in several other languages of the region, none 
of which are known to have a suffix -s. Additionally, all languages with this change 
are members of the Timor-Babar subgroup to which Rote-Meto belongs (see §3.5.3), 
which is defined by *p > *h. Thus, the proposed assimilation of **h > *s /i_# may have 
occurred at the level of Proto-Timor-Babar. Forms for which the change of final *p > s 
/i_# have been identified in other languages are as follows:

• *qudip > Semau Helong nulis ‘life’ (nuli ‘live’, kuliʔ ‘alive’), Fehan Tetun horis 
‘living’, East Tetun houris ‘alive, with life’

• *ma-qudip > Fehan Tetun moris ‘live, be alive’, East Tetun moris ~ mouris ‘live, 
be alive, exist, be born’

• *qatip > Helong, Fehan Tetun atis ‘breast beam of a loom’, East Tetun atis ‘fine 
cloth, or cloth still on the loom; a part of the loom’, Galolen atis ‘weaving loom’

3.5.2 Sound change and language shift
The correspondences between PMP and PRM raise two problems that require explanation. 
Firstly, there are a large number of unconditioned splits between PMP and PRM. PMP 
*b, *d, *j, *g and *ŋ have all undergone unconditioned  splits with each of  the PRM 
reflexes relatively well attested, even if one reflex is a majority. Similarly, *p, *q and 
*z also show unconditioned splits, though for these correspondences one reflex clearly 
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predominates. Among the vowels and glides there are fewer splits. Nonetheless, word 
final PMP *ə has undergone a split between PRM *e and *ə, while *wa has undergone 
a three-way split.

Secondly, several PRM proto-phonemes are not particularly well represented in 
inheritances from PMP. The prenasalised plosives do not have a robust and consistent 
source  in PMP. In particular, *nd has no robust PMP source and initial *ŋɡ is mostly 
unexpected based on inheritance from PMP. Only about a third of prenasalised plosives 
have a PMP source, and furthermore — as discussed in Edwards (2018a:398f) — PMP 
forms that develop a prenasalised plosive in PRM often show additional irregularities. 
Similarly, the mid-vowel *o is mostly unexpected based on inheritance from PMP.

The two main issues that are not accounted for by inheritance from PMP are the large 
number of splits between PMP and PRM, as well as the fact that the PRM phoneme 
inventory has been restructured when compared with its PMP source.  In this section 
I propose a tentative scenario that may go some way towards partly explaining these two 
issues. I do not think that this scenario provides a complete explanation and it is almost 
certainly an over-simplification of a much more complex process. With those disclaimers 
in mind, I present it as a starting point for understanding the history of PRM and other 
languages in this region.

PRM is partly a result of large-scale language shift from at least one non-Austronesian 
language to the incoming Austronesian language, which was to become PRM. The large 
number of unconditioned splits between PMP and PRM is due to adaptation of the new 
Austronesian phonological system to the pre-Austronesian phonological system. The 
‘Austronesian’ system probably contrasted plain voiced plosives *b *d *g with voiceless 
plosives *p *t *k, as is reconstructed for PMP, while the ‘non-Austronesian’ system 
probably contrasted three series of plosives: voiceless *p *t *k, prenasalised *mb *nd 
*ŋɡ, and imploded *ɓ *ɗ, as is areally common in this region. 

The way the incoming Austronesian phonological system may have been transformed by 
speakers of the pre-Austronesian languages can be illustrated with the labial obstruents. 
The Austronesian language probably had a single bilabial obstruent /b/ with both plosive 
[b] and fricative [β] realisations. The fricative realisation was probably most common 
intervocalically while there was some variation word initially. That is, the Austronesian 
language had /b/ → [β] /V_V, /b/ → [b]~[β] /#_.15

The pre-Austronesian language(s), on the other hand, contrasted three labial obstruents: 
/ɓ/,  /mb/ and /f/. As speakers of  this  language began to acquire  the new Austronesian 
language, the fricative realisation [β] of /b/ may have been interpreted as /f/, while the 
plosive realisation was interpreted as either /ɓ/ or /mb/. As language contact intensified 
and the non-Austronesian speakers became more fluent in the new Austronesian 
language, they may have acquired /b/ ‘correctly’ as /b/, thus leading to the PRM system 
with *b, *ɓ, *mb and *f.

15  Modern-day varieties of Meto similarly have plosive and fricative realisations of voiced stops (§2.4.2).
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As previously stated, the scenario sketched in the previous three paragraphs is highly 
tentative and is almost certainly a simplification. As currently presented, language shift 
is treated as a unitary event that affected an entire population at a single time. This is 
a gross over-simplification. Instead, different speakers would have acquired the new 
Austronesian language with different degrees of proficiency and at different times.

Thus, for instance, as discussed in Edwards (2018a:398f), forms with PMP *b > PRM 
*mb often show additional irregularities. If we envisage a scenario in which the new 
Austronesian language was learnt at first by only a minority of the non-Austronesian 
speaking population, forms with PMP *b > PRM *mb may represent the first layer of 
vocabulary acquired by the Austronesian learners before they were fully proficient. 
These forms may have then spread to non-Austronesian speakers who were not otherwise 
learning the Austronesian language. Forms with PMP *b > PRM *ɓ do not usually show 
additional irregularities and these may represent forms that were acquired later when more 
of the non-Austronesian-speaking population was learning the Austronesian language, 
while forms with PMP *b = PRM *b may have been the most recent acquisitions perhaps 
being brought into PRM by bilingual children.

Furthermore, this scenario treats every sound change that has occurred between PMP and 
PRM as due to contact. This was almost certainly not the case. It is likely that there was a 
mix of changes due to contact and changes due to ‘natural’ causes. Thus, for instance, the 
shift of *β > *f could also quite easily have come about without contact as intervocalic 
devoicing of fricatives is not uncommon.

While this represents one step towards a more realistic picture, I must emphasise that this 
scenario remains too simplistic. Many different variables remain unaccounted for. What 
about the possibility that different Austronesian learners had different accents (e.g. some 
with *b > *mb, other with *b > *ɓ)? What effect would the children of the Austronesian 
learners have had on the formation of PRM? What could have been the effects of 
borrowing between the Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages? What about the 
effects of acquisition of the non-Austronesian language by Austronesian speakers? What 
about the possibility of multiple language shift events, such as one at the level of Proto-
Timor-Babar and another at the level of PRM?

There is a significant mismatch between the data revealed by a bottom-up reconstruction 
and that expected by simple ‘normal’ top-down inheritance from PMP. This mismatch 
demands explanation. Language shift with substrate transference of non-Austronesian 
features is almost certainly part of the explanation.

3.5.3 Subgrouping within Malayo-Polynesian
In this section I discuss the position of the Rote-Meto family within the Austronesian 
language family and its relationships with other nearby languages. Rote-Meto can be 
placed in a larger Timor-Babar family, which includes most, but not all, the Austronesian 
languages of Timor and Southwest Maluku. Rote-Meto is justified as a separate subgroup 
within Timor-Babar on the basis of two shared phonological innovations.
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3.5.3.1 Timor-Babar
Within the greater Timor region, languages belonging to two families are spoken: 
Austronesian languages; and Timor-Alor-Pantar languages, which are non-Austronesian, 
or ‘Papuan’. In addition, there are also Austronesian-based contact creoles in the region 
that do not fit normal genetic classification.

Among the Austronesian languages of this region, four primary branches of (CE)MP can 
be identified on the basis of shared sound changes from PMP, one of which is Timor-
Babar, within which Rote-Meto is located. The other branches of (CE)MP within the 
greater Timor region are Bima-Lembata, Central Timor and Tanimbar-Bomberai. Other 
branches of (CE)MP that are coordinate with these branches are found in other parts of 
eastern Indonesian.

The Bimba-Lembata subgroup contains the languages of Bima, Sumba, Flores and the 
Solor archipelago, as well as Hawu and Dhao, the last of which is spoken just to the 
west of Rote. The Central Timor subgroup contains four languages of central Timor: 
Welaun, Kemak, Tokodede and Mambae. The Tanimbar-Bomberai subgroup contains 
Yamdena and Fordata of the Tanimbar Islands, as well as Kei and several languages of 
the Bomberai Peninsula of New Guinea. The Timor-Babar subgroup contains all other 
Austronesian languages of this region extending from Rote to Wetar and across to Selaru 
in the east.

The distribution of the different language families in the greater Timor, along with their 
member languages, is shown in Map 3.1. A tree showing the higher order subgroups 
in the region along with primary subgroups of Timor-Babar is given in Figure 3.6. 
As discussed in §1.1 and §1.5.3.3, for the purposes of this dictionary I am agnostic 
regarding the putative intermediate nodes of CEMP and CMP.
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(CE)MP 

Bima-Lembata Timor-Babar Central Timor … … … 
*b > *w, *b *p > *h (> Ø) *ŋ > *ɡ

Helong Rote-Meto Lakalei- 
Idate 

Eastern 
Timor 

Wetar- 
Atauro 

Tanimbar-Bomberai 
*z > *d; *p > *f

Southwest
Maluku

Figure 3.6: Timor-Babar and Rote-Meto within Malayo-Polynesian

It is beyond the scope of the present work to justify the proposed classification shown 
in Figure 3.6. In this section I only discuss the evidence for Timor-Babar as a valid 
subgroup of (CE)MP, and the evidence for Rote-Meto as a valid subgroup within Timor-
Babar. Evidence for Bima-Lembata has been presented by Fricke (2019:229ff), Central 
Timor by Edwards (2019:42ff) and evidence for Tanimbar-Bomberai (under different 
names) is presented in Mills (1991) and Blust (1993:276f).

The Timor-Babar subgroup is supported by reflexes of PMP *p as h or Ø, with several 
languages showing a split of *p > h, Ø. To account for this, we can posit *p > *h in 
Proto-Timor-Babar with subsequent *h > Ø where relevant. The change *p > h is cross-
linguistically well attested. However, within the geographical context of the greater 
Timor region, this sound change does set Timor-Babar apart. The Bima-Lembata and 
Central Timor subgroups retain *p = *p (Fricke 2019:176f; Edwards 2019:43f) and the 
Tanimbar-Bomberai subgroup has *p > *f (Mills 1991:243). Given that *p > *f > *h is 
a natural sequence of changes, it may be possible at a higher level to link Timor-Babar 
with Tanimbar-Bomberai on the basis of shared *p > *f. However, even if this is done, 
Timor-Babar would still be a valid subgroup on the basis of shared *f > *h. Reflexes 
of word initial *ma-p must be treated separately to those of *p as most Timor-Babar 
languages have *ma-p > p or *ma-p > b, probably as a result of an intermediate nasal-
stop cluster stage, either **mp and/or **mb.

Examples of *p > h, Ø in most languages of the Timor-Babar subgroup are given in 
Table 3.18 to illustrate this defining sound change. Languages are grouped according 
to their likely subgroup within Timor-Babar. Non-cognate forms with the same gloss as 
the PMP reconstructions are given in brackets, to indicate potential lexical replacement.

Table 3.18: Reflexes of *p in Timor-Babar

Gloss ‘four’ ‘seven’ ‘how 
much’

‘banana’ ‘fire’ ‘thin’

PMP *əpat *pitu *pija *punti *hapuy *ma-nipis
Proto Timor-Babar *haat *hitu *hija *hundi *ahi *manihis
Rote-meto

PRM *haa *hitu *hiɗa *hundi *ahi *nihis
Helong

Funai Helong aat itu ila (bua) ai mnihis
Semau Helong aat itu ila (bua) ai nihis
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Gloss ‘four’ ‘seven’ ‘how 
much’

‘banana’ ‘fire’ ‘thin’

easteRn timoR

East Tetun haat hitu hira hudi ahi mihis
Fehan Tetun haat hitu hira hudi haʔi† niʔis
Habun haʔa hitu hira (muku) ahi
Waima’a kai-haa kai-hitu kai-hire hudi (daha) nihi
Midiki kai-haa kai-hitu kai-hira hudi (yaha)
lakalei-idate

Lakalei aat hitu ila wai
Idate aat hitu yila (muʔu) wai mihis
WetaR-atauRo

Galolen ih-aat i-hitu i-hila (muʔu) i-morin miis
Tugun f-aat faʔ-itu faʔ-ira (muu) ai-moriŋ miis
Perai aak itu faʔ-ira (muu) ai-moriŋ miis
Aputai aak itu faʔ-ira (muu) ai-moriŋ miis
Dadu'a waʔ-itu w-aak waʔ-ira (muu) ai-mori miih
Raklungu ha-itu h-aaʔ ha-iraʔ (muʔu) a-mori
Rahesuk heʔ-itu h-aat heʔ-ira (muʔu) i-mori ne-mniis
soutHWest maluku

Makuva‡ utu a-ke
Selaru ena-at itw (enai) (kwe) ay mani~nias
East Damar wo-atu wo-itu wi (wu) ai na-mnihu 
Roma woʔ-atta woʔ-itu woʔ-ira (wui) ai mnihana
Kisar woʔ-akka woʔ-iku wo-ira (muʔu) ai na-mnisa
Luang wog-atə wo-itu wo-irə udi ai mnihə
Serua natu itu ira (wia) ai ni-mnisu
Teun natu yitu yiru (fiwa) wai ni-mnis~nisu
Nila watu itu ira (hia) wai n-nisu
West Damar wi-oto wi-iti wo-ire (us-o) # os-o# miŋidoi
Dawera aty ity irei (urus) (am) me-lid~lid
Dai at ity ire (diamny-on) (amʔ-on) me-mnit
North Babar ato iti ire ud wia (ami-ai) ne-mnido
Central Marsela fi-ak wo-ie fi-era ut ei-ei ne-mni~nit
East Marsela wu-a wo-ik fi-era ut ui le-mni~nit
Serili boʔ-a boʔ-ot (nomia) ut ui-e me-li~lit
Southeast Babar wo-ax wo-ixy (nomya) uty ui (pilpil)
Emplawas wi-ek wo-ik vi-era uti-e ui-e (piliti)
Tela-Masbuar wi-eky wo-iky wo-iri uti-e ui-e ne-minitə

† Initial /h/ in East Tetun haʔi ‘fire’ is an insertion before a glottal stop.
‡ Additional Makuva forms that show *p > h, Ø are *paŋdan > hene ‘pandanus’, *pusəj > hutre ‘navel’, and *nipay > ne ‘snake’.
# West Damar os-o ‘fire’ has regular *i > s /_-V and comes thus from *hapuy > *ahi > **oi. Despite the superficial similarity 
between PMP *punti and West Damar us-o ‘banana’, this latter form is from earlier **ui, which is cognate with Roma wui, and 
East Damar wu. These forms are not inherited from *punti.
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Examples of the reflexes of PMP *p in illustrative languages of other subgroups of 
(CE)MP neighbouring Timor-Babar are given in Table 3.19 to show that they do not 
share *p > h, Ø. PMP *p is retained as p in most forms in Bima-Lembata, and Central 
Timor. While some languages have subsequent changes, *p must be reconstructed for 
each of these subgroups. The only exception is Central Timor *pitu > hitu ‘seven’, which 
may represent later borrowing in daughter languages from Tetun. (Note also that all 
Welaun forms except hoat ‘four’ are identical to Fehan Tetun forms from which they 
may be borrowed.) Tanimbar-Bomberai languages usually have *p > f, with subsequent 
sporadic *f > Ø in Yamdena. 

Table 3.19: Reflexes of *p in subgroups neighbouring Rote-Meto

*Gloss ‘four’ ‘seven’ ‘how 
much’

‘banana’ ‘fire’ ‘thin’

PMP *əpat *pitu *pija *punti *hapuy *ma-nipis
Bima-lemBata *əpat *pitu *pida *punti *api *manipis
Bima upa pidu pila (kalo) afi nipi
Manggarai paat pitu pisa punti† api mipis
Sika (hutu) pitu pira (muʔu) api (blelər)
Lewotobi Lamaholot paa pito pira (muko) ape mənipi
Kedang apaʔ pitu pie (muʔu) api mipi
Central Lembata paat pito pira (muku) ape mipiv
Kambera pat-u pihu piraŋ (kaluu) epi manipa
Hawu əpa pidu pəri (muʔu) ai menii
Dhao əpa piɖ͡ʐu pəri (muu) ai manii
centRal timoR *pəat *hitu *pija *api
Welaun hoat hitu hira hudi haʔi niʔis
Kemak paat hitu pila (muu) api (diren)
Tokodede paat (hoho ruu) piil api (lihire)
Northwest Mambae paat (hoho rua) ar-piil (muuk-a) aep-a (hilire)
Central Mambae faat hitu ar-fiil (muu-a) aif-a (mihis) ‡

South Mambae paat (liim nai rua) piil (muu) aap (hilire)
tanimBaR-BomBeRai *faat *fitu *fija *fundi *afuy *manifis
Yamdena fat itw fir fundi au manisik
Fordata (i)faʔat (i)fitu ifira (muʔu) yafu masnifit
Kei faak fit n-fir (muk) yaf manifin
Sekar fat (buteras) firas fudi yafi (bair)

† The Pacar dialect of Manggarai has punti ‘banana’. Other Manggarai varieties have muku ‘banana’.
‡ Central Mambae mihis ‘thin’ is probably a borrowing from East Tetun mihis ‘thin’.

In Edwards (2018c) I adduced the change *ŋ/*n > n as evidence for Timor-Babar. However, 
since publication of that paper a closer examination of a wider range of data has shown 
that this cannot be cited in support of Timor-Babar. While PMP *ŋ usually undergoes 
change in most Timor-Babar languages, it is retained unchanged in Helong (e.g. *ŋajan 
> ŋala  ‘name’, *haŋin > aŋin ‘wind’) and languages of South Atauro (e.g. Raklungu 
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*ŋajan > ŋai ‘name’ and *haŋin > aŋi ‘wind’). Some languages of Southwest Maluku 
also  have  different  outcomes  of  *ŋ  compared with  *n  (Mills  2010:284ff).  Similarly, 
in Rote-Meto PMP *ŋ undergoes a three-way split between *n, *ŋɡ and *ŋ (§3.5.1.1).

Apart from the change of *p > h, Ø, the Timor-Babar languages usually share *ñ > *n, 
*h > Ø and *q > Ø, though there are reflexes of *q in some languages in some forms 
that indicate that a reflex of it probably needs to be reconstructed in some forms for 
Proto-Timor-Babar. Most Timor-Babar languages also have medial *d > r. All of these 
changes are extremely common among all Austronesian languages and have negligible 
subgrouping value. Apart from these four changes, the proto-phonology of Timor-Babar 
appears to be the same as that reconstructed for P(CE)MP.

3.5.3.2 Rote-Meto within Timor-Babar
Within Timor-Babar, there is phonological evidence that Rote-Meto forms a distinct 
subgroup. The main defining change of Rote-Meto is *wa > o. There are 15 examples of 
PMP *wa in the current database, of which nine show *wa > o. Six of these examples are 
given in Table 3.20 alongside cognates in representative languages from other subgroups 
of Timor-Babar. Discussion follows.

Table 3.20: Reflexes of *wa in Timor-Babar

Gloss ‘water’ ‘root’ ‘dry in sun’ ‘right’ ‘nine’ ‘spouse’
PMP *wahiR *wakaR *(pa)-waRi *kawanan *siwa *qasawa
PRM *oe *oka-k *hoi *kona *sio *sao
Funai Helong ui (kbakat) huiʔ kanan sipa safa
Semau Helong ui (klaput) huiʔ kanan sipa sapa
Fehan Tetun wee, ue (abut) ha-wai kwana siwi fetosawa†

East Tetun bee, uee (abut) ha-bai, ha-uai kuana sia
Waima’a wai (ʔkaka) ʔwai wali wana siwe
Lakalei weer (rabut) (kloon) sia
Idate weer (raput) a-wari (he kaer) sia
Galolen wee (amut) (reʔa) mawana i-sia
Ili’uun eer akar (rese) wana ha-sia
Raklungu (irai) aʔa (krari) ha-sia saa
Kisar oir aʔarn (loilere) malanna wo-hii hoo
Luang gerə gaʔrə gari malgana wo-siewa
S.E. Babar wey (wia) (mo-yare) wu-si
Dawera wee (woi-el-ol) mewael siuw‡ daw-ei

† Fehan Tetun fetosawa is glossed as ‘sister (of a man)’.
‡ Dawera siuw ‘nine’ has irregular *s = s (expect *s > d, as in *sawa > daw-ei ‘husband’).

The three forms not shown in Table 3.20 that also have *wa > o are: *sawa ‘python’ > 
*kai/sao ‘green viper’ (see under *sao₂),  PWMP *qambawaŋ >  *mbao  ‘mango’,  and 
*hawak ‘waist, back of waist’ > *ao ‘body’. Of the seven forms that do not have *wa > o 
three have *w > f, two have *w = w, one has *w > Ø, and one has *wa > u. These seven 
forms are:
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• *wa > *f
 – *walu > *falu ‘eight’
 – *waRi > *fai ‘day, time’
 – *bayawak > *ɓaiafa ‘monitor lizard’

• *w = *w
 – *huaji > **waji > *waɗi ‘same-sex younger sibling’
 – *wani = *wani ‘bee’

• other
 – *kali-wati > *kalati ‘earthworm’
 – *lawaq > *ɓo/lau ‘spider’

Although some other Timor-Babar languages also have *wa > o in some forms, there is 
no reason to suppose that this is due to a period of common development shared between 
Rote-Meto and these languages. Thus, Kisar also has *wa > o in two forms in which 
this change occurs in Rote-Meto: *wahiR > oir ‘water’ and *qasawa > hoo ‘marry’. 
However, cognates in other languages of Southwest Maluku show that this sound change 
occurred in Kisar after the break-up of Proto-Southwest Maluku.16 It thus cannot be 
assigned to a single common ancestor of Rote-Meto and Southwest Maluku.

Likewise, Wetar-Atauro languages have *wa > o in reflexes of *sawa ‘python’, which 
is also seen in PRM *kai/sao ‘green viper’. The available reflexes are Galolen, Ili’uun, 
Tugun, Aputai sao and Perai soo ‘snake’. However, this is the only change among 
reflexes of *w which is the same in Rote-Meto and Wetar-Atauro. It is best viewed as 
a case of parallel development.

Helong has *wa > u in *wahiR > ui ‘water’ and *pa-waRi > huiʔ ‘dry in sun’. Helong 
does not allow sequences of a mid vowel followed by a high vowel, and thus both these 
forms  could  be  from  intermediate  **oi  and  **hoiʔ  respectively,  though  they  could 
also be from intermediate **ue or **hueʔ. Thus, in these two forms Helong may share 
*wa > *o with Rote-Meto. However, *pa-waRi > huiʔ ‘dry in sun’ has irregular *R > Ø 
instead of regular *R > l and is thus probably a borrowing from a Rote-Meto language. 
Thus, at best, there is one form in which Rote-Meto and Helong may share *wa > *o; 
reflexes of *wahiR ‘water’, and in this case Helong ui may be from earlier **ue, in 
which case it would not show *wa > o.17

The usual reflex of *w in other Helong forms is *w > f in Funai Helong and *w > *f > p 
in Semau Helong. A form in addition to those shown in Table 3.20 in which this sound 
change occurs is *hawak ‘waist, back of waist’ > Funai Helong afaʔ ‘body, self’, Semau 
Helong apa ‘body, self’, both of which are in contrast to Rote-Meto *ao ‘body’ with 
*wa > o. 

16  Roma also has *wa > o in *wahiR > ori ‘water’.
17  The only other reflex of *ahi currently known in Helong is *bahi ‘female, woman, wife; female of animals’, which is 
reflected in the first syllable of Semau Helong bihata ~ behata, Funai Helong bihata ‘woman, female’. There are also two 
reflexes of *aqi: *taqi > Semau and Funai Helong tai ‘faeces’, and *baqi ‘grandmother’ > Semau Helong bee ‘mother-in-law’. 
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As discussed above, three forms have *wa > *fa in PRM: *walu > *falu ‘eight’, *waRi 
> *fai ‘time, day’ and *bayawak > *ɓaiafa ‘monitor lizard’. In addition, both forms in 
which *wa is retained unchanged in PRM have *wa > *fa in Nuclear Rote: PRM *wani 
> Nuclear Rote *fani ‘bee’ (West Rote-Meto *oni) and *huaji > **waji > PRM *waɗi > 
Nuclear Rote *faɗi ‘same-sex younger sibling’ (West Rote-Meto *oɗi). Of the five forms 
that show *wa > *fa in at least some Rote-Meto languages, three are known to occur in 
Helong in which they have regular *w > *f: *walu > Funai Helong falu ‘eight’, Semau 
Helong palu ‘eight’, *huaji > **waji > Funai Helong falin, Semau Helong palin ‘same-
sex younger sibling’ and *wani > Semau Helong pani ‘bee’.

The best explanation of most of this data is that *wa > o was a change in progress in 
Proto-Rote-Meto. At the same time, *w > *f was probably taking place in Proto-Helong. 
The two proto-languages then came into contact and the change of *w > f spread by 
contact from Proto-Helong into Proto-Rote-Meto and/or Proto Nuclear Rote and affected 
instances of *wa, which had not yet undergone *wa > o. 

The change *wa > o can be posited as a sound change that defines Rote-Meto. While we 
cannot posit *wa > o in all forms, *wa > o took place in 9/15 forms for which *wa has 
been reconstructed to PMP. Of all changes of *wa > o in PRM, only the change of *wa 
> o in *wahiR > *oe ‘water’ is potentially shared with Helong and in this case Helong ui 
‘water’ may be from earlier **ue, in which case it would not show *wa > o. In addition 
to the nine instances of PMP *wa > o there is at least one other likely instance of **wa > 
o in a form that has not yet been reconstructed to PMP. This is *osi ‘garden in a village’, 
which has cognates in Maluku with initial /wa/. (See the entry *osi for details.)

An additional sound change that provides evidence that Rote-Meto is a valid subgroup 
within Timor-Babar is sporadic lowering of high vowels to mid before *R. Six examples 
of this change are shown Table 3.21 along with examples from representative languages 
other  languages of Timor.  (No cognates of *qənuR ‘animal path,  trail’ are yet known 
in other languages of Timor.)

Table 3.21: Reflexes of *uR and *iR /_# in Timor-Babar

Gloss ‘tail’ ‘egg’ ‘calcium’ ‘grain head’ ‘water’ ‘trail’
PMP *ikuR *qatəluR *qapuR *buliR *wahiR *qənuR
PRM *iko-k *təlo-k *aho *mbule-k *oe *eno
timoR-BaBaR

Helong iku-n tilu-n ao bulin ui
East Tetun iku-n tolu-n ahu fulin uee, bee
Waimaha iku thelu au wulin wai
Lakalei hiʔon manu telor aur weer
Idate (y)iʔan manu telor waʔur weer
Galolen iʔun manu telun aur hulin wee
Ili’uun iku telu aʔur hulin eer
Raklungu iʔuʔ manuʔ teluʔ auʔ (irai)
Kisar iʔur-n kerru-n aur wurna oir
Luang liʔiru ternu auru wurani gerə
Southeast Babar iy kely uir wey
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Gloss ‘tail’ ‘egg’ ‘calcium’ ‘grain head’ ‘water’ ‘trail’
centRal timoR

Welaun hiʔu-n man tolu-n (haul)† fulin wee
Kemak hiʔo-n telo-n (rapo) hulen bia, bea
Tokodede iko manu telo (rapo) ee
South Mambae io maun telo (gau) eer

† While both Welaun haul and South Mambae gau ‘calcium, mineral lime’ are ultimately from *qapuR, neither are regular and 
both are probably borrowed from an unidentified intermediate source. Kemak and Tokodede rapo ‘calcium, mineral lime’ are 
either from *dapuR ‘hearth’ with semantic shift via intermediate ‘ash in hearth’ > ‘ash’ (also attested in Meto, see PRM *raho) 
or are irregular from *dabuk reconstructed to PMP by Wolff (2010:778).

The two forms not shown in Table 3.21 with this lowering are *bibiR > *ɓife ‘lip’ and 
*dapuR > *raho ‘three stone hearth’. Thus, there are eight forms that have lowering of 
mid vowels before *R. Apart from these eight forms there are six forms in which a high 
vowel is retained as high before *R. These six forms are listed:18 

• *muRmuR > *mumu ‘gargle, rinse the mouth’
• *tuquR > *tuu ‘dry’
• *busuR > *ɓusu ‘bow for cleaning cotton’
• *kuluR > Proto-Meto *kunu ‘breadfruit’
• *qizuR > *midu ‘saliva, spit out’, Proto-Meto *ŋinu ‘spit out’
• *qusiR > *usi ‘pursue’

The penultimate vowel of all these forms is high. While this provides a conditioning 
environment for why the final vowel was not lowered in these forms, there are also 
three forms with a penultimate high vowel that do have lowering of final mid vowels 
(*bibiR > *ɓife ‘lip’, *buliR > *mbule-k ‘grainhead’, and *ikuR > *iko-k ‘tail’).

Within Timor-Babar, Lakalei and Idate also have vowel lowering before *R in reflexes 
of *qatəluR ‘egg’ and *ikuR ‘tail’ but do not have it  in reflexes of *qapuR. No other 
Timor-Babar languages have lowering of final high vowels, with the possible exception 
of Helong *qapuR > ao ‘calcium, mineral lime’, which is identical to Meto ao ‘calcium, 
mineral lime’ and may be a loan. While we could subgroup Lakalei-Idate and Rote-Meto 
together on the basis of lowering of high vowels to mid, this would currently rest on only 
two forms.

All languages of the Central Timor subgroup also have lowering of high vowels to mid 
before final *R, with the exception of Welaun. Indeed, Lakalei and Idate may have 
acquired such vowel lowering due to influence from Mambae, with which they are 
in contact. Vowel lowering before *R is a regional feature of west and central Timor. 
Nonetheless, even if vowel lowering before *R in Rote-Meto is due to contact with 
Central Timor, the fact that it had occurred in a lexically specific subset of words by 
the time of Proto-Rote-Meto can thus be taken as supporting evidence for Rote-Meto as 
a subgroup.

18  An additional form which may show lowering of *u > *o /_R# is *niuR > *noh. However, this form has *u > o in most 
languages of the region.
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Other sound changes shared between all members of Rote-Meto are common throughout 
the region. The change of *R > Ø is found in most languages of the Timor mainland.19 
The change of *ə > e in penultimate syllables is found in all other Timor-Babar languages 
except Tetun  and Habun, which  have  *ə  > o. The other changes that occur in Rote-
Meto are *q > Ø, h; *h > Ø, and medial *-d- > *r. Some of these changes had probably 
occurred by the level of Proto-Timor-Babar and in any case are extremely widespread 
among Austronesian languages and are of negligible subgrouping value.

In summary, within the greater Timor region, there is phonological evidence for 
a Timor-Babar subgroup on the basis of shared *p > h, Ø. This subgroup contains all the 
Austronesian languages of Timor and Southwest Maluku, except for the languages that 
belong to the Central Timor subgroup (Welaun, Kemak, Tokodede and Mambae). Rote-
Meto can in turn be identified as a valid member of Timor-Babar on the basis of shared 
*wa > *o and lowering of high vowels before *R, though neither of these changes take 
place in all Proto-Roto-Meto forms.

19  The only languages of the Timor mainland that do not have *R > Ø are Helong (*R > l), Lakelei-Idate (*R = r), Mambae 
(*R > Ø, r) and Makuva (*R = r).
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